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The ultimate
night out in
New Orleans

Jack Rose

Start in the pool

With the mercury regularly topping 30C in the
hottest months, finding a pool with a bar – or a
bar with a pool – is an excellent idea. The big,
boho, nineteenth-century colonial-style Country
Club, where the Stars and Stripes fly alongside
a rainbow flag, is famous for two things: being a
top party spot with a weekly drag brunch, and for
having an amazing pool. Head there for a postmimosa-and-eggs dip or soak up the sun on a
lounger with a cocktail.

New Orleans has had a reputation as a

party city since it was founded as La NouvelleOrléans in 1718. That rep was cemented by
the ruling Creole class, the children of French
aristocrats who settled here in the eighteenth
century with spare cash and a lot of time on
their hands. Three hundred years later, the
city’s liberal attitude and appetite for fun
lives on. This is a place known for its raucous
street parties, round-the-clock drinking,
world-class jazz and annual Mardi Gras. It also
invented the drive-through daiquiri bar. Yes,
you read that right. For a full Louisiana history
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lesson you’ll need to visit the State’s alligatorpopulated swamps and plantation houses
(some of which served as filming locations
for Beyoncé’s ‘Lemonade’). But there’s history
in the Big Easy’s bars, too. That includes the
fight for gender equality. In 1949, a group of
women stormed the men-only Sazerac Bar,
demanding the right to drink there, and that
day has been celebrated every September since.
Why wouldn’t you want to party in a city where
drinking a well-made cocktail is considered
a basic human right? So, here’s how to have a
brilliant night out in New Orleans.
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Music Box Village
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With vibey dive bars, legit street drinking and live jazz on every
corner, the Big Easy is a city with some of the best nightlife in
the world. Clare Vooght offers a stagger-by-stagger guide

Make your own music

Jazz is pretty much everywhere you go: a visit
to Preservation Hall is a must for experiencing
traditional New Orleans sounds, while Dos Jefes
Uptown Cigar Bar is a great local venue for coverfree live music, top-shelf spirits and big ol’ (legal)
blunts. But if you’re up for something more...
experimental, head for the Music Box Village, a
bar-slash-art-project-slash-performance-venue.
Its structure is literally musical, made from
materials salvaged in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. Pull chords to make old ceiling fans
whirr in triple time, yank a lever to make a
trumpet sound, or even sample your own voice.
It’s fun, immersive and even the pros give it a
bash – Animal Collective are one of many bands
who’ve popped in to play sets incorporating the
instruments into their tracks.
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Line your stomach

You’ll need a good feed – and New Orleans’s
food scene is both hearty and inventive. As
well as having incredible decor, from giant
butterflies to Moroccan-inspired painted floors,
a Lil Wayne portrait and an unnervingly ‘Twin
Peaks’-esque red-curtained corridor, the Jack
Rose serves modern takes on Cajun classics
alongside modern European-influenced dishes
and inventive cocktails. James Beard Awardwinner Shaya serves a killer shakshuka and other
modern Israeli delights, from roasted cauliflower
to sabich sarnies. For a food-hall vibe, head
to Auction House Market, where a seafood bar,
French- and New Orleans-inspired empanadas
and vegan macarons are all available.
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Experience a dive bar

Dark, red-walled Bud Rip’s, with its intricately
carved dark-wood bar, has occupied this
nineteenth-century corner building since the
1960s, though its Ghost tequila margarita with
hibiscus, and its high-speed disco ball speak
to modern tastes. If you want to dance, head to
notorious nightspot The Saint, where they play
old-school ’90s tracks of the not-so-cheesy
variety and Christmas lights burn bright above
the bar in July.

Stumble back to your hotel

Make the most of to-go cup culture

Hopefully you’ve already checked in somewhere
– ideally a hotel where you can continue the party
before collapsing into a comfy bed. The dimly
lit, moody, late ’20s art deco Ace Hotel hosts live
jazz acts in its Three Keys music venue. Plus the
fully stocked in-room bars (‘mini’ is definitely
not the word for these) should keep you going for
a while – with full bottles of spirits and even the
olives for your martini provided. There’s a rooftop
pool for your inevitable hangover the next day –
soothe yourself back to life with pizzas and frozen
cocktails before getting ready to do it all again… ■

Street drinking is so ingrained in New Orleans
culture that everyone, young and old, carries
their drink from A to B like it’s coffee. Plan a
walking cocktail route accordingly: start at
Carousel, where the bar is literally a rotating
merry-go-round; then head to Seaworthy,
where flaming citrus fruits floating in cognac
and chartreuse are no big deal; finish off at the
neon-tastic Flamingo A-Go-Go. As one of the few
US cities without strict street-drinking laws,
even New Orleans’s fine-dining restaurants are
happy to oblige. I left Compère Lapin after a few
courses of classic French cooking with Creole
and Caribbean flavours with an offer of ‘daiquiris
for the road’.

à British Airways flights to New Orleans from Heathrow start at £496
return. Rooms at Ace Hotel start from $159 (£123) per night. For
more information visit www.neworleans.com.
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Know your neighbourhoods

While the surrounding streets of the French
Quarter and Faubourg Marigny are worth
exploring, don’t bother with main drags Bourbon
Street or Frenchman, unless you’re in the market
for a frat-boy-tastic, touristy booze-up. Instead,
look to the neighbourhoods for a real taste of the
city’s party mentality. Bywater is a great place to
start: classy Bacchanal Wine serves epic cheese
plates in a courtyard behind its shop, with live
avant-garde, hard bop and gypsy jazz bands
seven days a week. If you’re lucky (or if you ask
enough locals) you might find an unnamed,
secret living-room bar (try where Burgundy
Street meets France Street in Bywater). At Lower
Garden District, you can barely scratch the surface
of the 300+ whiskeys at timber-and-corrugatedmetal-walled Barrel Proof, then hit Bakery Bar,
where the cocktails are as sweet as the treats.
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